
A wedding at the Château



A place of character and history

Situated in the village of Les Arcs-sur-Argens, Château Sainte Roseline boasts over 20

years' experience in private event planning.

Winemaking is a genuine art at our exceptional wine estate, and our teams are

masters of the art of entertaining too. Instilled with a powerful history and

remarkable cultural and architectural heritage, Château Sainte Roseline offers a

range of outstanding indoor and outdoor venues redolent with refinement.

Ideally located
Between Marseille and Monaco
5 minutes from the A8 highway exit
5 minutes from Les Arcs-Draguignan TGV railway
station
At the crossroads of 3 major French airports:
Marseille, Nice, Toulon



A listed monument, the CLOITRE (cloister) provides an intimate, serene and

romantic setting for your wine of honour.

CLOITRE + SALLE DES BARRIQUES

The magic of an historic cru classé wine estate

Up to 150 cocktail guests

Basking in a warm and contemporary atmosphere, the SALLE DES

BARRIQUES promises an exceptional dinner and dance venue.

Up to 130 seated dinner guests + dance floor

+



Running alongside the 12th-century cloister, our ALLEE DES PLATANES owes

its names to its 10 majestic, veteran plane trees. A privileged outdoor cocktail

or dinner venue.

L’ALLEE DES PLATANES + SALLE DES VENDANGES

A pastoral wedding in Provence

Up to 350 cocktail guests

Endowed with exposed wood beams, the very-spacious SALLE DES

VENDANGES is a sumptuous venue for large wedding receptions

Up to 220 seated dinner guests + dance floor

+
Up to 250 seated dinner guests



Say "I do" at the Château

CLOITRE

Up to 100 pers

Château Sainte Roseline features a variety of magnificent venues for your secular wedding ceremony

LE VERGER

Up to 250 pers

ALLEE DES PLATANES

Up to 180 pers



Next-day brunch
To prolong the pleasure, our gorgeous ALLEE DES PLATANES is the perfect place for a chic, countrified next-day brunch in the shade of veteran plane trees.

Up to 350 cocktail guests Up to 250 seated guests



Catering service

Château Sainte Roseline will be

happy to provide catering services

for your event, in collaboration with

our tried and tested partners.

Choice of menus

Tailored menus on request

LWe highly recommend the

Château wines for your

event.

Please note that a corkage

fee is not available for other

alcoholic drinks.

Wines



Let's chat!

Contact our events service

Pascale Romo : 

04 94 99 50 39 - p.romo@sainte-roseline.com

Emma Sagot : 

04 94 99 52 44 - e.sagot@sainte-roseline.com


